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Abstract—In recent years, the multimedia forensic commu-
nity has put a great effort in developing solutions to assess
the integrity and authenticity of multimedia objects, focusing
especially on manipulations applied by means of advanced deep
learning techniques. However, in addition to complex forgeries as
the deepfakes, very simple yet effective manipulation techniques
not involving any use of state-of-the-art editing tools still exist
and prove dangerous. This is the case of audio splicing for
speech signals, i.e., to concatenate and combine multiple speech
segments obtained from different recordings of a person in
order to cast a new fake speech. Indeed, by simply adding a
few words to an existing speech we can completely alter its
meaning. In this work, we address the overlooked problem of
detection and localization of audio splicing from different models
of acquisition devices. Our goal is to determine whether an audio
track under analysis is pristine, or it has been manipulated by
splicing one or multiple segments obtained from different device
models. Moreover, if a recording is detected as spliced, we identify
where the modification has been introduced in the temporal
dimension. The proposed method is based on a Convolutional
Neural Network (CNN) that extracts model-specific features from
the audio recording. After extracting the features, we determine
whether there has been a manipulation through a clustering
algorithm. Finally, we identify the point where the modification
has been introduced through a distance-measuring technique.
The proposed method allows to detect and localize multiple
splicing points within a recording.

Index Terms—Audio forensics, audio authentication, micro-
phone fingerprints, splicing detection, splicing localization

I. INTRODUCTION

THE rapid developments in technology and the increas-
ingly widespread availability of advanced processing
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techniques have made the creation and distribution of multi-
media content more accessible to everyone. It has also become
much easier to create synthetic content or modify existing
one making indistinguishable to everybody the difference
between originals and copies anymore. This is especially true
in the field of audio recordings, where the latest developed
technologies can synthesize very realistic voices [1], clone
voices with few training samples [2], or fill in small audio
gaps controlling the synthesized words [3].

Despite these techniques offer a great potential in many
fields, they can also be used for malicious purpose (e.g.,
creating fake speech for fake news spreading, defamation,
etc.). If such a forged audio recording is shared online or is
presented as evidence in a court of law, it becomes crucial
to determine if it presents traces of manipulation or not. For
this reason, the forensic community is pushing toward the
development of forensic detectors tailored to identify advanced
audio editing techniques [4]–[10].

Despite these new possibilities in audio forgery, classical
and simple tampering approaches still prove valid and danger-
ous. This is the case of audio splicing, i.e., to create an audio
recording as a composition of multiple concatenated audio
pieces obtained from one or more audio tracks. Creating a
spliced audio track is as easy as to perform some copy-paste
operations. However, if applied to speech, the results can be
worrisome and detrimental. For instance, think at how easy it
is to twist the meaning of a speech by simply adding a negation
(e.g., a spoken “not”) at some point of the recording. For this
reason, we believe that it is necessary not to overlook the
development of forensic detectors for more classical forgery
operations.

In the light of this, in this paper we propose a novel tech-
nique for detection and localization of speech audio splicing.
This means, given a speech audio recording under analysis,
to determine if it has been manipulated through splicing (i.e.,
detection) and identify all time instants in which a splicing
has possibly been operated (i.e., localization). The method we
propose is based on the assumption that each different audio
piece that is concatenated with the others contains specific
characteristics that differentiate it from the other pieces. It
is therefore possible to estimate if these characteristics of
the audio recording change over time in order to detect and
localize splicings.

This idea has been exploited in the literature by techniques
focusing on estimating changes in specific parameters like
noise level [11], bit depths [12], Electric Network Frequency
(ENF) [13] or reverberation times [5]. In our work, we follow
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the same principle as [5], but we exploit traces left by the
recording device (i.e., smartphone model in our case). This
means that we detect and localize splicing whenever the
spliced audio pieces have been recorded with different acqui-
sition pipelines belonging to different models of acquisition
device. The reason behind this choice is twofold:

• Due to the widespread use of social platforms and
messaging apps, it is nowadays easy to collect several
speech tracks from the same person obtained from multi-
ple recording sessions characterized by different devices
(e.g., interviews from different news channels, personal
social network pages, etc.). This makes multi-device
splicing more and more popular, hence the need to deal
with it from a forensic point of view.

• The literature on detecting and characterizing audio
recording devices is rich and deep. This provides us
with well-established methods to extract device traces,
which increase the robustness of our splicing detection
and localization technique.

Concerning the last statement, several methods that investi-
gate the task of microphone identification have been proposed
in the literature. There are methods based on some audio
features such as [14]. This uses descriptors extracted from
the audio recording and then cluster them with K-Means.
Alternatively, in [15] the authors use Mel Frequency Cepstrum
coefficients (MFCCs) and a Support Vector Machine (SVM)
to identify different microphones. More advanced methods
are based on Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) and
extract some features directly from the audio recording. It
is worth noting that CNN-based techniques are nowadays
considered the most accurate methods in the literature to
solve audio device classification problems. An example in this
direction is [16] in which the authors adopt a CNN to extract
the microphone characteristics from the Short-Time Fourier
Transform (STFT) of the recorded signal.

Despite microphone identification is a topic deeply studied
and different methodologies have been proposed, the task of
determining the location of an editing point by exploiting mi-
crophone characteristics has not been thoroughly investigated.
To the best of our knowledge, the only work that investigates
the use of microphone cues to detect spliced traces is [17].
However, this method works under strong assumptions, i.e.,
the splicing point position must be known a-priori and the
technique verifies it.

The method we propose for speech splicing detection and
localization works as follows. Given a recording under anal-
ysis, we first adapt a well-established CNN-based method
[16] to extract audio embeddings relative to different models
of acquisition device from different time windows. We then
apply a clustering step to possibly detect inconsistencies
among the embeddings, which is sign that traces of multiple
devices are present. If splicing is detected, we localize the
splicing point by measuring embedding distances, and refine
detection results. Finally, we perform additional iterations of
the technique until all splicing points have been detected.
The method is tested on a dataset built on purpose starting
from the MOBIPHONE database [18]. Results show a 96%
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Microphone ?

Fig. 1. Schematic interpretation of the device attribution problem. Given an
audio recording, the goal is to detect which device has been used to acquire
it.

balanced accuracy on detection, and an average error on
splicing localization of 0.012 second.

To summarize, the contributions of this paper are the
following:

• We propose a splicing detection and localization al-
gorithm for audio speech recordings, which is a task
overlooked in the literature.

• This work is the first to explore the problem of splicing
localization making use of traces left by different models
of acquisition devices.

• This is one of the first attempts in detecting and localizing
multiple splicing points, rather than stopping at just one
splicing.

• We consider the challenging situation in which our anal-
ysis window may not be aligned with the actual splicing
point, as in a realistic situation.

The paper is organized as follow. Section II reviews the state
of the art on audio device attribution and splicing detection
and localization techniques. Section III reports the formal
description of the problem addressed in this work. Section IV
describes the main steps of the proposed technique when
applied to detect and localize a single splicing. This provides
the reader information about the proposed pipeline. Section V
highlights the advanced aspects of the proposed method in
order to better deal with audio windowing and extend the tech-
nique to the case of multiple splicings. Section VI presents the
used datasets. Section VII describes how we select the feature
extractor CNN and the parameters of our method. Section VIII
presents the performance results on splicing detection and
localization. Section IX shows a test of the presented method
on a real case. Section X reports an experiment conducted to
broaden the concept of traces left by an acquisition device.
Finally, Section XI concludes the paper.

II. STATE OF THE ART AND BACKGROUND

Audio forensics is a branch of the broad field of forensic
science. It refers to the acquisition, analysis, and interpretation
of audio recordings as part of an official investigation [19].
Several audio forensic methods have been proposed in the
literature for many different problems.

In this section we provide an overview of audio forensic
methods related to the audio device attribution and splicing
detection and localization problems faced in this work.
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A. Audio Device Attribution

The goal of audio device attribution is to associate a given
audio track to the device used for its acquisition (see Figure 1).
Some works refer to this problem as microphone classification
task, even if the classification is done on the complete acqui-
sition pipeline and not only on the microphone. The initial
works on audio source attribution used microphones as source
devices. However, due to the increasing amount of available
mobile devices, most recordings are nowadays obtained with
smartphones. Therefore, also the source attribution domain
evolved, and the most recent studies focus on associating an
audio recording to the mobile phone used to record it [20].

In the literature, there are several methods to solve the
problem of audio source attribution. One of the first method
has been proposed by Kraetzer et al. in [14]. In this work, the
authors suggest a set of audio steganalysis-based features to
cluster, with K-means, or to predict, with Naive Bayes classi-
fiers, both the microphone and the environment. Buchholz et
al. [21] instead propose to use features extracted from Fourier
coefficients from the near-silence segments to solve the micro-
phone classification task. Both works have been improved by
Kraetzer et al. in [22], where it is demonstrated that with the
combination of statistical features and unweighted information
fusion, it is possible to improve the classification accuracy.
Another method has been proposed by Garcia-Romero and
Wilson in [23]. In this paper, the classification is performed us-
ing Gaussian Support Vectors (GSVs), derived from the means
of a trained Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM). A new study
by Jiang and Leung [24] added a kernel-based transformation
from the original GSV feature vector to another projected
space, resulting in a better performance for the microphone
recognition task. In [25] Panagakis and Kotropoulos propose
random spectral features and classifiers based on the sparse
representation. The same authors improved this study in [26]
with labeled spectral features and SVM as a classifier.

Given that the most commonly used devices nowadays are
mobile devices, many novel solutions have been proposed to
classify the acquisition smartphone. The first study focusing on
mobile phones is [15], in which Hanilci et al. use MFCC and
a SVM to classify 14 different mobiles. In another study [27],
they make a comparison among different acoustic features
for mobile phone classification. The study concludes that in
general, MFCCs perform better compared to other cepstral
based features such as Linear Frequency Cepstrum coefficients
(LFCCs), Bark Frequency Cepstrum coefficients (BFCCs) and
Linear Prediction Cepstrum coefficients (LPCCs). Neverthe-
less, with mean and variance normalization, LPCCs provide
the best classification results. Moreover, the authors observed
that adding corresponding delta features (i.e., derivatives of
order one and two) to the original cepstral features results in
better performances.

Non-speech regions of the recorded audio were used in [28]
for the cell-phone recognition task. Pandey et al. [20] use the
estimate of power spectral density of the speech-free regions
of the audio recording for source cell-phone classification
tasks. Noisy part of the speech is utilized in [29] to extract
MFCC feature vectors. In [18], intrinsic traces of cell-phone

left on the recorded audio are captured by first extracting the
MFCC feature vector at the frame level, then training a GMM.
Finally, GSVs are taken as a template for each of the devices.
Maximum classification accuracy of 97.6% is achieved on 21
cell-phones of seven different brands. GSVs have also been
used for cell-phone verification [30].

Li et al. in [31] proposed an unsupervised method for
cell-phone clustering. Deep auto-encoder networks are used
to extract intrinsic signatures of a recording device. Spectral
clustering is used to form a single cluster for the audio
recordings of the same cell-phone. Concatenation of MFCC
and inverted MFCC (IMFCC) feature vectors are used in [32]
to capture device-specific traces. Additionally, Luo et al. [33]
proved that the frequency response curve computed from the
recorded audio could represent a robust device signature. A
feature vector named BED (Band Energy Difference) has been
derived to capture device-specific signatures. Qin et al. in
[34] have explored the problem of cell-phone classification
in the presence of five different types of noises. Cell-phone
attribution in the presence of AWGN noise has been faced in
[16], and [35]. However, these two systems use synthetic tones
compared to real-world recorded audio signals. The method in
[35] requires the suspected cell-phone to be available during
the identification or authentication phase.

A channel attention mechanism based on subband awareness
was used in [36] to recognise different cell-phone models. This
approach utilizes a multi-stream network that leverages the
distinctions between frequency bands, which contain crucial
information for identifying the unique characteristics of built-
in microphones. As a result, this method is capable of accu-
rately recognizing cell phones from various manufacturers, as
well as different models from the same manufacturer. Baldini
et al. in [37] propose microphone identification method based
on the combination of a CNN with spectral entropy features.
A dimensionality reduction technique is proposed for spectral
representation of audio signals captured from distinct micro-
phones. The proposed method uses spectral features derived
from Shannon entropy and Renyi entropy, in conjunction with
the ReliefF algorithm. However, also this work as [16] use
synthetic tones.

Despite multiple techniques have been proposed in the
years, the use of Deep Learning (DL)-based methods seems
to be the de facto standard in the modern literature. For this
reason, in our work we start from the CNN proposed in [16]
to extract device-related features.

B. Splicing Detection and Localization

Another problem of interest in audio forensics is the detec-
tion and localization of splicing forgeries. Detecting a splicing
means to be able to tell if an audio recording is a composition
or not. Localizing a splicing means to identify the point where
a manipulated track has been altered.

To our knowledge, localization has not been still profoundly
explored in the literature. Furthermore, the existing works on
tampering localization are not based on microphone analysis.

An example is the study in [13] where the authors propose
an audio forensic tool to assess audio authenticity. Their tool
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is based on the ENF. This is a signal embedded in audio files
when the recording is taken with the device connected to an
electrical outlet or when specific microphones are affected by a
magnetic field. The authors analyze discontinuity in the phase
of the power grid signal and then localize the splicing point
at the discontinuities.

Another approach was used by Grigoras and Smith in [12],
based on quantization level analysis to detect tampering in
audio signals. The authors underline that PCM recording with
low bit-depth, whenever processed by classic editing software,
exhibit 16-bit of quantization instead of the original 8-bit or
12-bit only in correspondence of the tampering borders, or
whenever external 16-bit content is spliced in the file.

In [38] Gartner et al., the method proposed to detect
manipulation inside an audio signal is based on the analysis
of discontinuities in the framing grid. Also here, when a
discontinuity is found, tampering is detected and localized at
the corresponding time instant.

Another different approach by Alan J. Cooper can be found
in [39]. In this work, the author proposes a method based on
the analysis of butt-spliced edits. Forgeries are often created
using simple editing techniques such as butt-splicing. This
can leave traces as discontinuity in the audio waveform. The
method is time domain-based, uses a high pass filter on the
audio data, and models the discontinuity at higher frequencies.
The method then adopts a template to discover potential edits
in the filtered signal.

Some other approaches detect splicing by analyzing noise
levels in the audio signal. For instance, Pan et al. compute
global and local noise levels of audio data and identify
abnormal changes in the noise level [11]. Meng et al. compute
local noise levels with respect to each syllable in the speech
signal [40]. Yan et al. [41] address the problem of composite
audio with signals from different sources but with similar or
equal Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR). This work locates splicing
points from the variances of MFCCs.

Zhang et al. introduced a splicing detection technique in
their study [42], which relies on detecting high-frequency sin-
gularities. Splicing operations often create singularities in the
waveform, and the authors took advantage of this characteristic
to develop a method that identifies high-frequency singularities
in the wavelet transform. The method is based on the combi-
nation of a CNN plus a Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM),
that has the objective to learn the sequence information.

Jadhav et al. [43] use the short-term Fourier transform
of spliced audio signals directly as input to a CNN. They
propose a solution based on a DL technique, and the method
they propose is robust under added white Gaussian noise and
dynamic range compression. However, this work does not
consider the highly relevant case of splices from recordings
of the same speaker.

A different process was used by Capoferri et al. [5]. They
explore in this paper the use of reverberation cues as a
feature to detect and localize the point of splicing in an
audio recording. In fact, distinct recordings may be recorded
in different environments that are typically characterized by
different reverberation cues. This method can be explained in
three steps. They first apply a time-frequency transform on

the time domain signal, then estimate the reverberation time
in the free decay region, and finally, analyze the estimated
reverberation times to determine the splicing location.

The authors got successful results, but the approach pre-
sented some intrinsic problems that affected the localization
results. The main problem is that the reverberation time can
be estimated only in the free decay region, so they could not
localize the correct time instant of the splicing.

A new approach to solve both the detection and the local-
ization was proposed in [9]. In this work the authors used
a transformer architecture to solve this task. They simulated
various types of post processing operations that can hide
splicing, and trained a seq2seq architecture for detect and
localize the splicing points. The results achieved are promising
but also in this case there are intrinsic problems connected to
the model proposed. The first one is on the vocabulary used
to train the transformer that limits the localization precision.
The second one is that this kind of architecture needs a large
number of samples to be trained properly and achieve good
results.

To the best of our knowledge, the possibility of exploiting
device traces to assess the integrity of an audio recording and
detect splicing has been seldom studied in the literature. A
study in this direction can be found in [17]. In this work, the
authors proposed a method of audio tampering based on the
microphone classification but without providing any algorithm
for localization. The authors assumed that the location of the
splicing borders was known beforehand to simulate a setup
similar to the one often asked in court cases. This setup is,
of course, not applicable if the splicing location is unknown,
which is often the case and that we are going to address in
the following pages. The microphone classification algorithm
is based on the work [44], but in this case, the channel
models the frequency response of the microphone instead of
the environment. On top of that, they build the tampering
algorithm that relies on a SVM with a Radial Basis Function
(RBF) kernel. They test the method on different encoding
types and bitrates, reaching an overall accuracy of 95% on
detection.

III. PROBLEM FORMULATION

In this work we focus on the problem of speech audio
splicing detection and localization. This is a problem of
interest because it is reasonably easy to create fake speech
audio recordings and completely change their original meaning
by simply cutting and pasting a few words. This can lead to
serious problem if we think, e.g., to a politician speech.

For a splicing operation to be effective from a semantic
point of view, it is necessary that the attacker has a large
enough library of speeches from the person of interest, in order
to properly select words and sentences to be combined. In this
context, it is possible that the audio tracks used for the splicing
were recorded using different models of acquisition devices.
Therefore, we can expect that a spliced recording exhibits
traces from multiple recording devices. Our technique exploits
these traces to detect and localize splicing.

Formally, let us take into account M audio pieces (i.e.,
portions of audio recordings) x1,x2, ...,xM acquired with the
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same sampling frequency. Each piece xm is a vector of Nm

samples, which depends on the length of the single recording.
Moreover, each piece xm has an associated label lm, which
indicates the model of the used recording device. A spliced
recording xspliced can be built by concatenating x1,x2, ...,xM

as
xspliced = [x1,x2, ...,xM ]. (1)

If all M pieces have been acquired with the same model (i.e.,
lm = lm+1 for m ∈ [1, ...,M − 1]), we cannot expect any
change in device footprints over time. However, if at least
two of the M slices belong to different classes (i.e., ∃ m :
lm ̸= lm+1), then the device characteristics of xspliced should
change at the different devices concatenation samples.

Given a recording x with a length of N samples, we can
associate to it a label c ∈ [0, 1], where 0 means that the
recording is pristine, whereas 1 means that the recording
results from a splicing operation. In our device-based context
this translates to

c =

{
1, if ∃ m : lm ̸= lm+1,

0, otherwise.
(2)

Detecting a splicing means to be able to compute a label ĉ
that is an estimate of c.

If we detect tampering in the audio recording (i.e., ĉ = 1),
we also estimate the splicing points, i.e., an approximation of
the sample indexes where the concatenations took place. This
means to compute all sample positions n̂m, estimates of the
samples nm corresponding to a change in device model.

Formally, the m-th splicing point is defined as

nm =
∑
i≤m

Ni. (3)

Localizing the splicing points means estimating the set N of
samples that represent the change point from one model to
another defined as

N = {nm : lm ̸= lm+1, m ∈ [1, ...,M − 1]}. (4)

Figure 2 shows a visual representation of a spliced audio
waveform. The recording x is composed by four pieces x1,
x2, x3 and x4. The color of each xm piece denotes its class
in terms of device model (i.e., lm). In red we highlight the
nm belonging to the set N . For instance, we do consider n2

as a splicing point, as the device used to acquire x2 and x3

is the same. However, we can localize n1 and n3.

IV. PROPOSED METHOD (MAIN PIPELINE)

In this section we provide all the details behind the main
pipeline of the proposed method for audio splicing detection
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<latexit sha1_base64="GqikXQZNlSr2xV0qXAsKFTDNAQ8=">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</latexit>x1

<latexit sha1_base64="lLaXt4MBSyNHkiJQ+CbPo7OEiSo=">AAAC83icbdLNbhMxEABgZ/kr4actHLlYREicot0qgh4rIVWcqiKRNlI2imad2daq17u1x7TRKq/BhQOo6pWH4cjb4E3ihbbMYTX6xpbHs84qJS3F8e9OdO/+g4ePNh53nzx99nxza/vFkS2dETgUpSrNKAOLSmockiSFo8ogFJnC4+zsQ1M//oLGylJ/pnmFkwJOtMylAPKUpgXQaZbXl4vpznSrF/fjZfC7SbJOemwdh9Ptzq90VgpXoCahwNpxElc0qcGQFAoX3dRZrECcwQmOfaqhQDupl00v+BtngUpeoeFS8SXivztqKKydF5lf2TRpb9ca/F9t7CjfndRSV45Qi+YgkgqXB1lhpJ8G8pk0SARN58il5gIMEKGRHITw6Px4uukM8/Sy/jujxYrmLc0D5S3lgUYtjQJlhavTrFSz5l6l8gtcKB1YpNUGAao+CLx/g/cD61Pw3Hx0INGSCKRaUoEuWroIdN7SuSf/CJLbv/xucrTTT971B58Gvb3B+jlssFfsNXvLEvae7bGP7JANmWAV+8q+sx+Ri75FV9H1amnUWe95yW5E9PMPp4b24A==</latexit>x2
<latexit sha1_base64="LfblF7kZVup/8nLoLypEFsgeNpk=">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</latexit>x3

<latexit sha1_base64="Uo+jOn64m0Yr3dS0dbprKZ1pEWA=">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</latexit>x4

<latexit sha1_base64="OowCbkSdTI960vfR236F28Vxjt4=">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</latexit>n1
<latexit sha1_base64="PV+SrJ1jGWBRKFgeh6cyn/yYumM=">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</latexit>n2

<latexit sha1_base64="cmIJSlAEHRRtc07e3OYVfim7nWo=">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</latexit>n3

Fig. 2. Splicing concatenation example with four audio pieces and three
different classes. Each color represents a recording device model. Splicing
points that we consider for localization are highlighted in red.

and localization based on traces left by the acquisition device
model. In order to better focus on the overall pipeline and
clearly explain the role of each block, in this section we
consider the case of a single splicing. We leave to the next
section the discussion on how to improve the method to
deal with multiple splicing and to exploit a better windowing
approach.

The idea behind our method is to use an audio device
classification algorithm to extract significant audio descriptors
in time, and explore them to build an identification and local-
ization algorithm that searches for possible inconsistencies.

With reference to Figure 3, given an audio recording under
analysis, we first pre-process it to obtain a time-frequency
representation. Then, we use a modified version of a CNN
architecture originally devised for microphone identification
[16] to extract a time-series of feature vectors. These vectors,
which supposedly contain the intrinsic characteristics of the
input microphone, are used as input to a clustering technique to
decide if the analyzed recording is a composition of different
device models or not. If we detect a tampering in the recording,
we apply a localization procedure to localize a candidate
splicing cut point. Localization information is used to further
refine detection results.

In the following we better detail each block of the pipeline.

A. Time-Frequency Transform

The first block of our pipeline is the time-frequency trans-
formation, which is necessary to prepare the input data for
further feature extraction.

Formally, let us consider we have an audio recording x.
The first operation to apply to the signal is windowing. The
x signal is divided into W non-overlapping windows of L
samples, with the w-th window defined as xw. The output of
the pre-processing step is a matrix Xi, which contains the log
magnitude of the STFT of each w-th window defined as

Xw = log(|STFT(xw)|), (5)

with w ∈ [1, ...,W ] denoting the window index.

B. Features Extraction

The second step of the pipeline consists in extracting a
series of feature vectors by means of a CNN. This CNN is
based on the work presented in [16], in which the authors
illustrate a possible approach to solve a smartphone classifica-
tion problem. The results they achieved were very successful,
thus motivating us in using this network as a feature extractor
for our algorithm. In particular, we train this CNN to solve
a smartphone classification task as shown in [16], but we use
the features extracted at an intermediate layer of the network
as an embedding characterizing the acquisition device. Note
that different feature extractors than [16] can in principle be
used. The better the feature extractor, the better the splicing
detection and localization capabilities.

The network architecture is shown in Figure 4. It is com-
posed by a series of convolutional layers with ReLu activation
interleaved by MaxPooling layers and batch normalization.
After these blocks, two dense layers reduce the dimensionality
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<latexit sha1_base64="6z+4pYyzrdMXcP44siRU4POhZFk=">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</latexit>

Time-Frequency
Transform

<latexit sha1_base64="/ktNrc9fKkNkxqmBr6R+rTabGcc=">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</latexit>

Feature
Extraction

<latexit sha1_base64="38XuAAwallX7fZ838iQm6lu5k+M=">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</latexit>

Detection
<latexit sha1_base64="zUPQAfVzgvas604ir1m5lGw1qHc=">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</latexit>

Localization

<latexit sha1_base64="E1QadYlOntE2ezxMnnTnSmZK00k=">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</latexit>

n̂
<latexit sha1_base64="+bQyQe96kISNop+PQXiNtUOipKo=">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</latexit>

ĉref

<latexit sha1_base64="ub3WXiPfAq+fodu1J/ppTd+8FnM=">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</latexit>

Detection
<latexit sha1_base64="pWLCnV+HFeBRn57FPwxWKN2kqQI=">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</latexit>

Refinement

<latexit sha1_base64="GfoGWjXQ55z/eldmjxO0FmWmbm8=">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</latexit>
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(F , ĉpre)

Fig. 3. Proposed method pipeline for solving one splicing point detection and localization.

of the data up to the number of considered device classes. The
first convolutional layer has a kernel size of (24, 24), stride
equal to (2, 2) and the padding option is set to “same”. The
second convolutional layer has a kernel size of (4, 4) with
same stride and padding used before. The last convolutional
layer has a kernel size of (1, 1). In the first Dense layer we
add also a kernel regularizer, in particular an L2 regularizer
with a penalty of 0.01.
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Fig. 4. CNN proposed in [16] used for feature extraction with an input of
size 1025× 32. The numbers are referred to the input size of each layer.

We train the CNN as multi-class classifier for microphone
identification using sparse categorical cross-entropy as loss
measure as shown in [16]. In doing so, the last layer of
the network can be considered a one-hot encoding of the
microphone labels. After training, we extract model-related
features from the output of the first dense layer as commonly
done in the literature. Indeed, this provides us with a higher
dimensional feature vector with respect to the number of
classes used in training, and does not depend on the number
of classes.

Formally, we can say that when the CNN is fed with the
input Xw, it returns as output the model label estimate

l̂w = argmaxCNNout(X
w), (6)

and the feature vector of interest as

fw = CNNfeat(X
w). (7)

The feature vector fw is composed by F elements. So for each
spectrogram Xw we extract a feature vector fw having a fixed
length F . The set of feature vectors extracted for all the W
windows is defined as

F = {fw}w∈[1,...,W ] (8)

This is used in the next step.

C. Detection

The next step is to detect if the audio recording has been
tampered with by means of splicing operations. To do this, we
apply a clustering technique to the set of features vectors fw

extracted by the CNN from each window of the input audio
recording under analysis.

The idea is that a pristine recording is composed of win-
dows that all share very similar device model information,
hence feature vectors. Conversely, if an audio recording is a
composition from multiple device models, the feature vectors
extracted in time should change at some point.

In our method, we propose to use a procedure based on the
K-Means algorithm [45]. We use the K-Means to divide the
extracted feature vectors into two groups. If the two groups
are far apart enough we can say that the initial recording was
manipulated, otherwise we can conclude that no manipulation
is detected. The detection pipeline can be summarized in the
following steps:

• Apply the K-Means clustering algorithm.
• Compute the centroids of the corresponding clusters.
• Compute the distance between cluster centroids.
• Label the input recording as being tampered or not

according to this distance.

In the first step, we apply a K-Means algorithm to the
feature vectors fw. From the K-Means we obtain as many
clusters as we asked for (two in our case). For each cluster
we compute the centroid. Let us consider Fk as the set of all
features belonging to the cluster number k. The k-th cluster
centroid is computed as

µk =
1

|Fk|
∑

i:fw∈Fk

fw, (9)

where | · | indicates the cardinality of a set, and the sum is
performed element-wise on each element of the vectors fw so
that µk shares the same dimensionality of a feature vector fw.

In the second step we compute the distance between the
found centroids. In our study, we empirically decided from
preliminary experiments to use the Euclidean distance as
a distance measure. The distance between two centroids is
defined as

d = ∥µ1 − µ2∥2, (10)

with the ∥·∥2 operator computing the ℓ2 norm.
The final decision is taken based on a threshold mechanism.

We set a threshold, and if the distance computed between the
two centroids is higher than the threshold, we state that the
recording has been modified, as we can see features belonging
to more than one model.
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Formally, we assign the preliminary tampering class label
as

ĉpre =

{
0 if d ≤ γpre,
1 if d > γpre,

(11)

where γpre is tuned based on a validation set of data.

D. Localization

If the analyzed signal is labeled as fake, i.e., formed by
different model recordings as in Equation (1), the localization
algorithm is applied to find the samples in which there is the
change of model. Now we illustrate the proposed localization
algorithm, in the basic scenario of one splicing point.

The main idea is that we can compute the distance between
feature vectors belonging to neighboring windows from the
audio recording. Distances should be small as long as we
analyze windows recorded with the same model. Conversely,
if the model change at some point, we should observe a high
distance. The time instant in which we observe a high feature
distance indicates the splicing point location.

Formally, let us consider an input recording xspliced defined
as in Equation (1) (i.e., by concatenating M sources of
different lengths). We can compute the cosine distance y[w]
between consecutive features extracted from the w-th and
w + 1-th window of the signals xspliced under analysis as

y[w] = 1− fw · fw+1

||fw|| · ||fw+1|| . (12)

The splicing point is identified in the position in which y[w]
shows its maximum. Formally,

ŵ = argmax
w

y[w] (13)

corresponds to the detected splicing window index, that can
be mapped into an audio sample index as

n̂ = ŵL+ 1, (14)

where L is the length of a window in sample.
Figure 5 shows an example of y[w] where a clear maximum

can be detected.
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Fig. 5. Example of y[w] computed with Equation (12). The maximum
obtained for w = 10 indicates a splicing point.

E. Detection Refinement

After estimating the splicing point, we perform a refinement
on the detection step based on the value of the maximum
associated to the splicing point. This prediction is based on a
threshold mechanism. We set a threshold and if the maximum
value is below the threshold we conclude that the audio
recording is pristine and was wrongly detected as spliced by
K-means. Formally,

ĉref =

{
0 if maxy[w] ≤ γref,

1 if maxy[w] > γref,
(15)

where γref is a selected threshold tuned empirically on a set
of validation data.

In Section III we defined the goal of the detection phase as
the computation of ĉ. After refinement, we set ĉ = ĉref.

V. PROPOSED METHOD (ENHANCED)

In the previous section, we described our general proposed
pipeline in a simplified case. We considered the presence of a
single splicing, and we did not take into account the fact that
the real splicing point may fall within a window of signal,
rather than between two windows.

In a realistic scenario, we have to assume that:
• More than one splicing point in an audio recording can

be present.
• The splicing point is not always in between two windows.

For these reasons, we created an advanced pipeline, adding
some blocks to the basic one. This section explains which
blocks we added and how they make the method applicable
to realistic scenarios.

A. Multi-shift

The localization pipeline described in Section IV-D works
with the assumption that the splicing point occurs in the
correspondence of the window change point. This means that
if we use the localization pipeline described in Section IV-D
we suffer from two major issues:

• We feed the feature extractor a window containing sam-
ples coming from two device models, which is a situation
for which the CNN has not been trained.

• We introduce a localization error since we estimate the
splicing point in the window change point.

In Figure 6 we show a visual representation of the first major
issue described above. The figure depicts a splicing between
two recordings x1 and x2. It also reports two scenarios
(case (a) and case (b)) of signal windowing. In case (a),
the splicing point falls within the analyzed window xw, so
the window xw contains samples from two different models.
Instead, case (b) represents the ideal case in which the splicing
point falls between two consecutive windows. To solve these
problems, we propose to enhance the proposed method with an
analysis technique called multi-shift. This procedure analyzes
the audio recording multiple times, each time starting from a
shifted starting point. We consider each shift as a single audio
recording and follow the pipeline explained in Section IV.
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Fig. 6. Visual representation of the issue present in the localization pipeline
described in Section IV-D. In case (a), the window xw contains samples from
multiple models. In case (b), the splicing point falls between the windows xw

and xw−1.

The main idea is that we should be able to find one good
shift that ensures that the splicing point is in a good position
with respect to the window borders. At the end, we merge
the results from the different runs to achieve a more precise
splicing point localization prediction.

Let us assume that the feature extraction CNN works
correctly given that the input Xw is obtained from a L samples
window containing the vast majority of samples from a single
model. Only a fraction of ρ samples (i.e., ρL samples) can
belong to a different model. We run the proposed pipeline Q
times. Each time, we run it on a version of the input x to
which we remove an amount of ρL samples at the beginning
with respect to the previous run (see Figure 7). Formally, the
q-th run is performed on the signal xq corresponding to x
deprived by its first (q− 1)ρL samples. Q is set to a value so
that we skip at most one window of L samples in the last run
(i.e., (Q− 1)ρL < L ≤ QρL).

According to this procedure, there exist one xq for which
the splicing point falls within a window with a margin of
at most ρL samples from the window border. The proposed
detection and localization method should then correctly work
on this selected run, while showing more uncertain results on
the other runs. In practice, on the correct run, y[w] will exhibit
the highest maximum.

With this idea in mind, we can estimate the index of the
best run by computing

q̂ = argmax
q

yq, (16)

where yq corresponds to y computed on the q-th run. We
then compute estimate the index of the window containing
the splicing as

ŵ = argmax
w

yq̂[w]. (17)

Finally, we convert the window index into a sample index by
correcting for the shift as

n̂ = (ŵ + q̂ρ)L+ 1. (18)

This is the estimated splicing point in samples.
In Figure 8 there is an example of the distances y[w], after

applying the multi-shift operation with Q = 5.

B. Multiple Splicings

The other problem in the basic pipeline is detecting more
than one splicing point. In fact, if we use the pipeline described
in Section IV we can detect only one splicing point, but we
want to detect and localize all the splicing points inside the
analyzed audio recording.
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Fig. 7. Visual description of how the multi-shift operation is performed. Each
row represent one of the Q runs. For each run we remove the first ρL samples
before starting the windowing process with L sample long windows.
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Fig. 8. Example of yq [w] computed Q times using the multi-shift technique.
Each yq [w] shows a maximum around w = 9 or w = 10. We estimate
ŵ = 9 as y4[w] has the highest peak.

We solve this issue by making the algorithm iterative. After
detecting and localizing the first splicing point, we split the
audio recording into two slices by cutting the recording at the
predicted splicing point. We then analyze each slice as a single
audio recording, repeating the basic pipeline.

The algorithm keeps running iteratively until one of the
following stopping conditions is reached:

• No more splicing are detected (i.e., ĉref = 0)
• The minimum length of the audio file for proper analysis

is reached (the length must be greater than 2L to have at
least two windows).

Figure 9 reports a visual example of the iterative process.
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Fig. 9. Example of the iterative process with three classes and two splicing
points.

VI. DATASET

In this section we explain the dataset we used in our study.
The dataset we decided to use is the MOBIPHONE dataset

[18]. This is a collection of 4800 utterances recorded with
21 mobile phone models from seven different brands. For
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each phone there are tracks obtained recording 24 speakers
from TIMIT [46], 12 males and 12 females. For each speaker
we have 10 sentences. The TIMIT is a corpus designed to
provide speech data for acoustic-phonetic studies and for the
development and evaluation of automatic speech recognition
systems. We followed the same approach explained in [47]
and [48] in which they excluded the model “Samsung s5830i”
due to the short duration of its recording.

In Table I, we report the complete list of brands and cell
phone models used in this study. There is also the class label
tag associated to each mobile phone class.

To be more realistic, we decided to adopt an open-set
approach, so not all the models of the dataset have been used
for network training. This is essential to check if we can detect
and localize splicing also when models different from the ones
seen by the feature extractor are used.

We divided the dataset in the following way:

• Training: models from class 0 to 15, speakers from 1 to
16.

• Test: models from class 0 to 15, speakers from 17 to 24.
• Open-set: models from class 16 to 19, speakers from 17

to 24.

From the test set and open set audio recordings we have built
the splicing dataset. The splicing dataset has been obtained by
creating all possible pairs and triplets of recordings (with and
without smartphone model change), always considering the
same speaker within the pair or triplet. This is important so to
ensure that we only detect device model changes, and we do
not detect splicing due to different speakers. In this way we
were able to get 2560 pairs and 51200 triplets, that we used
to test the method as explained above. We will refer to this
dataset as the Clean version.

In addition to this, to check the robustness of our method
we generated additional versions of the dataset by adding
noise or compressing it, as often done in literature [16] [49].
For the noisy datasets we decided to use an Additive White
Gaussian Noise (AWGN) with different SNRs. As SNRs we
decided to use 15dB, 20dB, 30dB, 40dB. On the other hand
for the compression datasets we decided to use the Adavnced
Audio Coding (AAC) compression pipeline (a standard for
smartphones), with different bitrates. The bitrates adopted are
96 kbit/s and 128 kbit/s.

TABLE I
LIST OF MOBIPHONE MODELS

Class Brand and Model Class Brand and Model

0 Apple iPhone 5 10 Samsung Galaxy GT-I9100 s2
1 HTC desire c 11 Samsung Galaxy Nexus S
2 LG GS290 12 Samsung GT-N7100 (galaxy note2)
3 LG L3 13 Sony Ericson c510i
4 LG Optimus L9 14 Sony Ericson c902
5 Nokia 5530 15 Vodafone joy 845
6 Nokia C5 16 HTC Sensation xe
7 Samsung e1230 17 Nokia N70
8 Samsung E2121B 18 LG Optimus L5
9 Samsung E2600 19 Samsung GT-I8190 mini

VII. PARAMETERS SELECTION

In this section we report details about the parameters we
chose in our pipeline, from the CNN feature extractor to the
different thresholds.

A. Feature Extraction CNN

In order to choose the best smartphone classification net-
works, we did some experiment on different architectures and
combinations. We compared two networks, the first one taken
by Baldini et al. [16] and the second one by Zeighidour et al.
[50]. The second CNN is slightly different from the first one as
it has more layers and a higher number of hyper-parameters,
which we set as explained in [50]. The first one is the network
we decided to use as it showed the best results for our task.

The training was done on the training set, composed as
explained before by 16 speakers per class. The optimizer used
is the RMSPprop with a learning rate set to 0.0001 [51]. The
number of epochs was set to 100, unless the training was
automatically stopped in case of overfitting on small validation
set extracted from the training one. We set a Dropout equal to
0.3. The loss function to minimize is the sparse categorical
cross-entropy function. As explained in Section IV-B the
network has been trained to solve a smartphone classification
task.

Notice that this is the only training step of our entire
pipeline. In this step we do not need to use spliced data. We
only work with original recordings from different models.

Figure 10 shows the confusion matrix that captures the
attribution performance of the network proposed in [16] on
the test set. These results show that with this network we are
able to get successful results in terms of classification, with a
final accuracy value of 95%.

This motivates us in using this network as feature extractor.
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Fig. 10. Confusion matrix obtained with the CNN proposed in [16] on the
test set reported in Table I (i.e., classes from 0 to 15).
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B. ρ selection

The ρ parameter is used to select the Q value, so how many
time we scan the audio signal starting each time ρL samples
after the previous one, as described in Section V-A. The ρ
value represents the portion of a different class that can be
present in a window in order to get the desired accuracy in
prediction of the original class.

We tested the CNN on the classification task for 10 different
values of ρ, and then we analyzed how the accuracy changed
with respect to ρ values. In other words, after training the
CNN, we built 10 different test sets (one per ρ value). Given
a certain ρ, we tested the CNN in classifying a window of
samples composed by ρL samples from one device and (ρ−
1)L samples from another device, with the goal of recognizing
the second device.

Figure 11 shows the achieved results, using random combi-
nation of models in the test set reported in Table I. The curve
shows that for ρ = 0 (i.e., all samples in the analysis window
come from a single device), the CNN works with an accuracy
higher than 90% (confirming the results from Figure 10). As ρ
increases (i.e., more samples come from a different device), the
CNN performance worsen as expected (as the CNN analyses
a mix of samples from multiple devices). When ρ = 1, all
samples in the window come from a different device, and the
CNN always fails as expected.

From these results we decided to use a value of ρ equal to
0.2. In this way, we are able to have an overlap of 80%, an
accuracy above 70% and in the same time limiting the iteration
to 5.
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Fig. 11. Mean accuracy change with different ρ values.

C. Threshold for K-Means

In order to detect the presence of splicing, we threshold
the quantity d computed as in Equation (10) representing the
distance between features from different models. To do so,
we computed the value d for multiple slices pairs (belonging
or not to the same model), taken from the test and open set,
and we evaluated the results by means of Receiver Operating
Characteristic (ROC) curves and Area Under the Curve (AUC).

To perform this evaluation, we had to work with pairs of
classes, since the ROC measures a binary classifier. So we built
all the possible pairs among the various classes. Then we built
the distance signal y[w], as explained in Equation (12).

Figure 12 reports the ROC curve we used to select the
threshold γpre. From the ROC curve we extracted the threshold
as the one that maximized the accuracy. The value we obtained
for the threshold γpre used in Equation (11) is 0.2.
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Fig. 12. ROC for K-Means threshold selection.

D. Threshold for detection refinement

We adopted the same approach explained in Section VII-C,
to determine the right threshold for the detection refinement.
We build the ROC curve based on the maximum value of each
predicted splicing point (i.e., maxy[w]), and the we found the
best threshold that separates the true splicing point from the
wrong ones.

In Figure 13 there is the final ROC curve we used to select
the threshold γref. From this ROC curve we obtained a value
of γref equals to 0.3.
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Fig. 13. ROC for max values threshold selection.

VIII. PERFORMANCE

This section presents the results achieved by our splicing
detection and localization method. The results are divided in
three subsections: Detection, Localization and Iterative results.

In Section VIII-A and Section VIII-B we report the results
for detection and localization, respectively. In both sections the
results have been obtained testing the method on one splicing
point, so two different models concatenated together (i.e., the
dataset composed by track pairs). The results are organized in
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tables and the test were done on the clean pairs dataset, the
noise dataset and the compressed one.

In Section VIII-C we report the results achieved with the
iterative algorithm, so testing the method on multiple splicing
points as in a realistic condition. These results are obtained
considering the dataset composed by triplets of recording, in
its clean form, the noisy ones, and the compressed ones.

A. Detection

After determining the optimal threshold and verifying that
it was adequate for all the classes as explained in the pre-
vious section, we tested the clustering algorithm reported in
Section IV-C.

1) Comparison Against Baselines: The first set of exper-
iments is aimed to test our proposed method against some
baselines.

As first baseline (i.e., Baseline I), we considered the ap-
proach explained in [5]. Instead of using the K-Means, we used
the max value of the distance sequence to obtained the predic-
tion label. The second baseline (i.e., Baseline II) is obtained
using the method explained in [52]. This approach is based
on computing the correlation between features and detect the
splicing using a threshold on the minimum correlation value
obtained by and audio recording.

Concerning our method, we show the performance in two
situations: considering the preliminary estimation ĉpre (i.e.,
Proposed); considering the refined result ĉref as reported in
Section IV-E (i.e., Proposed Refinement). This could be inter-
preted as a sort of ablation study on the use of the multi-shift
refinement.

Figure 14 shows the ROC curves obtained for the two base-
lines (Baseline I and Baseline II) and our method (Proposed)
tested on the clean dataset (i.e., tracks not affected by noise or
compression). The ROC curves have produced by thresholding
the distance values d, i.e., the output of the detection before
computing the value ĉpre.
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Fig. 14. ROC curves comparison among baselines and proposed method.

These results show that the proposed method achieves the
same AUC of the best baseline. However, this is not the only
metric of interest.

To better capture the behaviour of the method, Table II
reports the outcome of the clustering algorithm on the clean

dataset in terms of balanced accuracy when the best working
point is selected. In practice, we consider as true positives
all the spliced tracks that are correctly detected, and as true
negatives all the tracks that are correctly detected as not
containing any change.

These results show that the proposed preliminary method
outperforms both baselines. The refinement step improves the
accuracy even more, up to 96%.

In addition to these results we have tested also the method
proposed by Jadhav et al. in [43]. This work is based on a
CNN trained to detect the presence of a splicing point inside
an analyzed window. With this pipeline tested on our dataset,
we were able to achieve an overall accuracy of about 87%.
So also in this case our method is the best performing one for
the detection problem.

TABLE II
DETECTION RESULTS ON THE CLEAN DATASET OF TRACK PAIRS.

Method Balanced Accuracy

Baseline I [5] 0.765
Baseline II [52] 0.859

Proposed 0.906
Proposed Refinement 0.960

2) Robustness: As additional experiment, we tested the
behaviour of the proposed method on tracks corrupted by noise
or compression.

The choice of additive noise is to test the method under
more realistic working conditions in which attackers may de-
cide to apply some additional operations after splicing to mask
possible forensic traces. Indeed, adding noise to multimedia
data can be seen as a very simple but often effective anti-
forensic technique.

The choice of testing the methods against compressed audio
recordings also goes in the direction of working in a more
realistic case. It is indeed expected that audio recordings
are seldom uncompressed. They are rather almost always
compressed to either limit the space on the device onboard
memory, or save bandwidth during transmission. It is also well
known that compression may hinder forensic traces in multiple
scenarios.

Table III reports the results obtained with the augmented
datasets, created as explained in Section VI. In this case
we do not report the baselines anymore, as they are always
outperformed.

These results show that the proposed method is robust to
both compression and additive noise, as only a few percentage
points of accuracy are lost with respect to the clean dataset
scenario. Moreover, the boost in performance obtained by
using the refined technique are evident.

B. Localization

Once the tampering is detected we need to find the splicing
point. To do this we used the localization algorithm explained
in the Section IV-D.

To evaluate how well the localization works we set an error
measure as the difference between the predicted point and the
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TABLE III
DETECTION RESULTS ON THE NOISY AND COMPRESSED DATASET OF

TRACK PAIRS.

Method Dataset Balanced Accuracy

SNR 40dB 0.884
SNR 30dB 0.879

Proposed SNR 20dB 0.805
SNR 15dB 0.742

AAC 128 Kbit/s 0.886
AAC 96 Kbit/s 0.872

SNR 40dB 0.952
SNR 30dB 0.942

Proposed Refined SNR 20dB 0.879
SNR 15dB 0.808

AAC 128 Kbit/s 0.954
AAC 96 Kbit/s 0.950

true splicing cut point. The error is expressed in seconds and
is defined as:

e =
(n− n̂)

S
, (19)

where n is the true splicing point, n̂ is the predicted one and
S is the sampling rate.

1) Comparison Against Baselines: As first experiment, we
compare our method against a baseline on the clean dataset.
Also in this case we used as baseline the method explained in
[5]. Our method, in fact, can be seen as an advanced version
of this baseline because they in the work [5] considered only
one version of the signal, whereas we analyzed the signal Q-th
times. In addition we compared our method with the pipeline
proposed by Moussa et al. in [9]. In this work they propose
a transformer architecture for audio splicing localization. The
transformer is trained to detect splicing points with a minimum
error of 0.5s, so just from how the architecture is trained we
can say that our method outperforms their pipeline. Moreover
we tested their method on our dataset, and the average error
is about 4.5s. This is due, in our opinion, because the two
architectures are trained to solve a similar problem but in
two different cases. In fact the transformer architecture is not
trained to detect the splicing points if the manipulation is only
a change of the device used for the recording.

The results of the localization method are reported in
Table IV, and for each method we reported both the mean
and the standard deviation of the obtained error e. Results
show that the proposed enhancement on the Q runs of the
base localization step strongly improve the results.

TABLE IV
LOCALIZATION RESULTS ON THE CLEAN DATASET OF TRACK PAIRS.

Method Error
Mean Std

Baseline I [5] 0.540 ± 4.556
Proposed 0.012 ± 3.863

To better visualize the performance of the proposed method
we show the histogram of this error measure in Figure 15. The
horizontal axis represents the localization error e in seconds.
The vertical axis represents the occurrence over the test set of

clean pairs. Negative values show that the detected splicing
point precedes the actual splicing.

From these results we can see that the proposed method
hardly makes an error larger than 1 second in localizing a
splicing when it is detected.
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Fig. 15. Histogram of the localization error measure for the clean dataset.

2) Robustness: As we have done for the detection results,
we report in Table V the results obtained with the augmented
datasets to test the robustness of our method to editing
operations like noise addition and compression.

TABLE V
LOCALIZATION RESULTS ON THE NOISY OR COMPRESSED DATASETS OF

TRACK PAIRS.

Method Dataset Error
Mean Std

SNR 40dB 0.046 ± 4.489
SNR 30dB 0.196 ± 5.650

Proposed SNR 20dB 0.218 ± 6.853
SNR 15dB 0.416 ± 7.515

AAC 128 Kbit/s 0.048 ± 3.876
AAC 96 Kbit/s 0.006 ± 3.789

C. Iterative results

This section presents the results obtained with the complete
iterative pipeline.

We built the test data with triplets of models from Table I.
As explained in Section VI we have created the dataset with
all the possible triplets for each speaker, considering both test
and open set models. This means that in an audio recording
there can be zero, one or two splicing points, depending on
the models used in the triplet.

As for the previous section the detection results are shown
in terms of balanced accuracy, consider as true positive the
true model changes and as true negative the true no changes.
In this case, we achieved 92.4% for the preliminary detection,
and 95% for the refined one.

For the localization we use the mean and the standard de-
viation of the error, computed as explained in Section VIII-B,
considering only the correct detection. For the localization the
mean error takes into account the average error on all splicing
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d = 0.4

Fig. 16. Case study with 2 models (classes 0 and 19), and 3 splicing points.
The colour of each waveform corresponds to the class model.

points per test track. We achieved an average localization error
of 0.581 seconds, with a standard deviation of 2.769.

IX. CASE STUDY

In this section we show how the proposed pipeline performs
on a realistic case. To do so, we consider a longer speech
track with more than two splicing points to evaluate how the
iteration process performs in a more challenging scenario. The
considered case is more similar to real conditions, where we
have to deal with more complex audio tracks that contain an
unknown number of forgeries.

In this example we created a spliced audio recording using
two models from the MOBIPHONE dataset, namely classes 0
and 19. We considered the same speaker for both classes, i.e.,
number 11. We merged the audio recordings of the selected
smartphones to create a new recording with 3 splicing points.

To consider the most challenging scenario possible, we
selected one device among the training set models, class 0,
and the other among the open-set ones, class 19.

To better understand the example, we have reported all the
iterative steps in the Figure 16. The first row of the Figure 16
shows the spliced audio recording we built. Each color of
the audio waveform represents a model class and the splicing
points correspond to the color changes.

Each row of the figure represents a step of the iteration
process. The blue boxes report the summary values of each
iteration. In particular, we report the true splicing point n in
samples, the predicted one n̂ in samples, and the distance value
d at the predicted splicing point.

As described in Section V-B, we have split the audio
recording into two parts at the predicted splicing point for
each step after the splicing localization. Then we repeated the
proposed method for each part until we reached one of the
stop conditions explained in Section V-B.

As can be deduced from the reported results, the proposed
method performs well also in a more complex scenario. We
were able to detect all the splicing points present in the audio
recording, with an average error about 0.1 seconds.

X. BEYOND ACQUISITION DEVICES

In this paper, we have addressed the problem of splicing
detection and localization considering the analysis of traces
left by the acquisition device. However, the concept of acqui-
sition device traces is very broad. These traces may derive
from the microphone. Alternatively, they may be due to some
specific onboard processing and equalization. In other cases,
these traces may be left by compression.

In this section, we perform a preliminary experiment to
investigate if the proposed method is capable of working
on other kinds of traces that can be compared to those of
the acquisition device. We take into account audio tracks
obtained through synthetic speech generators. We consider
tracks synthesized by different generation algorithms as if
they were acquired with different devices. Indeed, we know
from the literature that different synthetic speech algorithms
leave different traces [53]. We aim to see whether our feature
extractor is capable of capturing traces that distinguish real
speech from synthetic one, as well as to tell different synthetic
generation algorithms apart. Indeed, if this happens, it means
that we could use the proposed splicing detection and local-
ization algorithms also to spot if a speech is a composition of
real and synthetic tracks, or tracks from multiple generators.

To do so, we present an evaluation of the proposed method
on two distinct tasks: deepfake detection and attribution. To
assess the generalization ability of our CNN, we conducted
experiments on the ASVspoof 2019 dataset [53] using the
model trained on the microphone classification task. This
dataset includes various synthesis algorithms that can be
treated as different microphones. Our evaluation involved two
separate sub-tasks: first, detecting whether a track is bonafide
or spoofed, i.e., deepfake detection; and second, identifying
the specific algorithm used to generate the synthetic track,
i.e., deepfake attribution. To perform these tasks, we utilized
the CNN architecture shown in Figure 4, which was originally
trained on the MOBIPHONE dataset. To analyze whether the
extracted features can be used for both problems, detection and
attribution, we used a Random Forest classifier trained on top
of the features extracted with the MOBIPHONE pre-trained
extractor CNN.

Figure 17 shows the confusion matrix for the detection
problem, where class 0 stands for bonafide and class 1
represents the spoof class. It is possible to see that the pre-
trained feature extractor works nicely in distinguishing real
from synthetic speech.

Figure 18 reports the confusion matrix for the attribution
problem, where class numbers are referred to the ASVspoof
2019 notation used to differentiate the different generators,
where we consider ASVspoof 2019 voice conversion and text-
to-speech algorithms. It is possible to see that the selected four
synthesizers can be clearly separated. This is surprising given
that the feature extractor was only trained on MOBIPHONE
data, and a very simple Random Forest was used for classifi-
cation purpose.

These preliminary experiments show the effectiveness of our
proposed method in detecting and attributing deepfake audio,
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Fig. 17. Confusion matrix obtained for the deepfake detection problem with
the CNN in Figure 4. Values below 4% are not reported.
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Fig. 18. Confusion matrix obtained for the deepfake attribution problem with
the CNN in Figure 4. Values below 4% are not reported.

and showcase its ability to generalize across different tasks
and datasets.

XI. CONCLUSION

This work proposes a new methodology for audio forensic
analysis exploiting traces left on a recording by acquisition
devices. Specifically, we have addressed two main tasks:

• Detecting if an audio recording comes from a single
recording or it is a splicing generated concatenating slices
from different models.

• Localizing the splicing points in order to separate the
concatenated slices from the original one.

The devised methodology is based on a CNN able to extract
suitable features from the audio recording, K-Means clustering
algorithm to recognize the presence of traces from multiple
models, and a distance measure to localize the splicing points.
We also enhance the basic pipeline with a multi-shift operation
to achieve a better precision in localization and an iterative
process to find multiple splicing points.

The method has been evaluated on a dataset built on top
of the MOBIPHONE one, that we used both for training the
CNN and to test the entire algorithm.

The proposed approach has shown promising results both in
detection and localization. In particular the pipeline described

in our work achieves outperforming accuracy. The detection
stage shows 96% accuracy, while the maximum localization
error is about 0.012 second on clean recordings. This results
highlights that the proposed method is a valid approach to
solve both detection and localization tasks.

Given the achieved promising results, future work will
be devoted to extend the method in two direction. On one
hand, we would like to deepen the study on the applicability
of the proposed technique to synthetically generated audio
tracks given the preliminary promising results. Moreover, we
would like to make the feature vector extractor capable of
capturing traces left by audio editing techniques in addition
to device ones. Finally, it could be interesting to investigate
the scenario in which the recordings have been transmitted
between smartphones or obtained through wiretapping.
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